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Beetle Inquiry

Beetles are insects and have legs. Beetles go through a 
complete cycle of physical changes called . 
The 4 stages of the beetles’ life cycle are , 

,

and .

I also know that beetles have
body segments 

called , 
and . Beetles are 
amazing. They were here millions 
of years before the dinosaurs, and
they are still thriving! 
Beetles live on every continent except

. Beetles are also very
brave eaters. They’ll eat just about 
anything, even , yuck!

I know a lot about
beetles!
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1. Pick one beetle for your inquiry. The beetle that I have selected for  
my inquiry is the . 

2. Conduct an internet or book research to find a picture and 
information about your beetle.

3. Draw your beetle in the beetle picture box below.

4. Color in the details. 

Red Milkweed Beetle, Tiger Beetle, Japanese Beetle, Soldier Beetle, Longhorned Beetle, Tortoise Beetle, 
Ladybird Beetle, Spotted Cucumber Beetle, Fiery Searcher Beetle, Blister Beetle, Checkered Leaf Beetle, Dung Beetle, Lightning Bug, Grapevine Beetle, 
Ground Beetle, June Bug, Leaf Beetles, Orange Blister Beetle, Weevils Beetles, Hairy Flower Chafer Beetle, Multicolored Asian Lady Beetle, Eye Click 
Beetle    

There are over 350,00 different types of beetles, so there are many beetles to choose from. You may 
look through the MightyBook Beetle Flashcards to find a beetle that you are interested in learning 
more about or you may select a beetle from the beetle box below. 

How to Choose a Beetle for Your Inquire
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Beetle Inquiry Investigation

Habitat – Where does your beetle live?

Diet – What does your beetle like to eat?

Impact – How does your beetle protect or damage
the environment or vegetation?
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Beetle Buddies
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1. Buddy up with a classmate to compare beetles. 

2. Tell your buddy the name of your beetle.

3. Show your buddy your beetle illustration and share the facts about 
your beetle. 

4. Now, compare and contrast the two beetles on the Venn diagram.    
Fill in how the two beetles are alike and different.    

Your beetle’s name Your buddy’s beetle’s name



The Beetles’ Life Cycle
Unscramble the stages of the beetles’ life cycle in the blank spaces.  

Pupa    Adult Beetle    Larva    Egg

Label the beetle’s three basic body segments.

The Beetles’ Anatomy
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Name Date 

Choose two beetles from the set of beetle flashcards. Draw the beetles in the boxes below. Compare and contrast the beetles. Record your observations in the Venn diagram  
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